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Abstract

We introduce a unified framework for developing match-
ing constraints of multiple affine views and rederive 2-view
(affine epipolar geometry) and 3-view (affine image trans-
fer) constraints within this framwork. We then describe a
new linear method for Euclidean motion and structure from
3 calibrated affine images, based on insight into the partic-
ular structure of these multiple-view constraints.

Compared with the existing linear method of Huang and Lee
[7], the new method uses different and more appropriate
constraints. It has no failure mode of the Euclidean factori-
sation method of Tomasi and Kanade [18]. We demonstrate
the method on real image sequences.

1 Introduction
Motion/structure from orthographic or weak perspective
views is a very old and popular topic. It is well known
that at least 4 non-planar points over 3 orthographic or
weak perspective views are sufficient to uniquely determine
motion/structure up to a reflection about the image plane
[20, 7, 8]. Many algorithms have been published for this
problem: the linear methods of Huang and Lee [7, 9], non-
linear algebric methods of Koenderink and Van Doorn [8, 2]
and non-linear numerical method of Shapiro et al. [16]. A
good review of the different methods can be found in [16].

In this paper, we introduce a unified framework for develop-
ing matching constraints of multiple affine views. In partic-
ular, 2-view and 3-view constraints will be derived, and all
existing methods could be recast into this framework. Our
key observation is that classical linear methods for metric
motion/structure from 3 orthographic or weak perspective
views were heavily based on affine epipolar geometry and
did not use the full set of 3 image constraints, thus leading
to over-parameterisation and inconsitent motion recovery.
Based on insight into the particular structure of these con-
straints, we will propose a linear algorithm that uses 9 linear

parameters to encode the 8 Euclidean motion parameters of
3 weak perspective views.

This work was initially motivated by the application of
novel image synthesis from example images, as Euclidean
reconstruction from a minimal number of images is required
here [10, 23, 24].

The paper is organised as follows. In Section 2, we review
the affine camera model. Then, we introduce a unified fram-
work for studying the geometric constraints among multiple
affine images in Section 3. The linear method for Euclidean
motion/structure from 3 calibrated affine images is devel-
oped in Section 4. Experimental results are presented in
Section 5 and a short conclusion is given in Section 6

Throughout the paper, matrices are denoted in upper case
boldface, vectors in lower case boldface and scalars are ei-
ther in lower case or lower case Greek.

2 Review of the affine camera model
For a restricted class of camera models, by setting the third
row of the perspective camera P ����� to

���	�
�	�
������
, we ob-

tain the affine camera initially introduced by Mundy and
Zisserman in [11, 1]

A ������� ��	��������������� � ��� ��	�����	�����	� � �	� �� � � � �
�
�� �! M

� ���
0
� ��� t ��� �#"%$

The affine camera A ����� subsumes the orthographic, weak
perspective and para-perspective. For more detailed rela-
tions and applications, one can refer to [16, 14].

Finite points in affine spaces &(' , are naturally embedded
into )*' by the mapping u +-,. u � �

u + �0/��21 and x +-,.
x � �

x + �0/��21 . We have therefore u + � M
� ��� x +43 t 5 � where

t 5 � ��6 �87 6 � ��6 ��7 6 � �21 � � ��� � 7�� ��� � �9� � 7�� �
� �:1 . If we further
use relative coordinates of the points with respect to a given
reference point (for instance, the centroid of a set of points),
the vector t 5 is cancelled, and we obtain the following linear



mapping between relative space points and relative image
points: �

u � M
� ��� � x

$
(1)

Equation (1) is the basic projection equation for points in an
affine camera when relative coordinates are used. The refer-
ence point to determine the relative coordinates determines
uniquely the translational component of the affine projec-
tion matrix. Throughout this paper, the reference point is
always taken to be the centroid in each image.

3 Unifying 2-view and 3-view geometry of
points

For projective cameras, the geometric constraints among
multiple projective views have been thoroughly studied in
[19, 17, 6, 5]. There has been no similar effort for affine
camera case, although the geometric constraints among
affine views are well known.

For notational simplicity, rewrite Equation (1) as u �
M
� ��� x $

We can now examine the matching constraints between
multiple views of the same point. Let the three views of
the same point x be given as follows:�� � u � Mx

�
u � � M � x �
u � � � M � � x $ (2)

These can be rewritten together in matrix form as��
M u
M � u �
M � � u � �

��  x� " � ���
(3)

where
���� �

encodes the (unrecoverable) global scale fac-
tor of the reconstruction.

As the vector
�
x
��� �:1

can not be zero, the rank of the coef-
ficient matrix is at most 3, so all of its �	�
� minors vanish.
There are � �� � /� ��� 3�� 3�� 3�� such minors, which can
be divided into two types:

� 2-view constraints involving only two views with two
rows from each view,� 3-view constraints involving all three views with two
rows from one view and one from each of the others.

There are three 2-view and three sets of four 3-view con-
straints. Among the 3 sets of 3-view constraints, only one
of them is independent due to the symmetry.

Each expansion of these ����� minors is linear in the im-
age coordinates u, u � and u � � with the coefficients

6��
coming

from the � � � minors of the following ��� � joint projection
matrix:

�
M
1 �

M � 1 � M � � 1 �21 � ��/�� / � � � / � � � � � �21 $
There are in total � �� � � � ��� 3�� 3 � such minors, as
we will see later that 4 of the 20 minors are common to the
2-view and 3-view constraints. All these minors provide a
linear coordinate system to span the joint projection matrix.
The constraints for more than 3 views will be briefly dis-
cussed in Section 6.

3.1 Two-view constraints
There are three 2-view constraints corresponding to the 3
pairs of the 3 views, namely the vanishing of the determi-
nants � /���/ � � �! , � /���/ � � � � �" and � / � � � / � � � � �" :6 � �$# 3 6 � �$% 3 6 � 5 # � 3 6'& % � � ���6 ��( # � 3 6 � �$% � 3 6 �*) # � � 3 6 ��+ % � � � ���6 � & # 3 6 � 5 % 3 6 ��� # � � 3 6 ��� % � � � � $
These are the affine epipolar geometry. The set of � ��� �/��

coefficients
6��

for , �.- � $0$0$ �/� � are 12 of the 20 minors
of the joint projection matrix.

Each point correspondence from two images gives one ho-
mogeneous linear equation, taking into account of the ref-
erence point for relative coordinates, 4 points are sufficient
for uniquely determining the affine epipolar geometry.

The affine epipolar geometry equation was introduced in [7]
for orthography, and later in [9] for weak perspective and
also in [16]. Shapiro et al. nicely related the affine epipo-
lar geometry with Koenderink and Van Doorn’s rotation pa-
rameterisation [8]. But Koenderink’s method is equivalent
to Lee and Huang’s [9].

3.2 Three-view constraints
There are four 3-view constraints from the vanishing of the
determinants � /���/ � / � �0 , � /��1� � / � �" , � /���/ � � � �" and � /��2� � � � �" . By
careful inspection of the minors (for example, using the
computer algebra tool Maple), we have:6 �3# 3 6 + % 3 6 ��� # � 3 6'& # � � � ���6 � # 3 6 �3% 3 6 �
� % � 3 6 � 5 # � � � ���6 �4# 3 6 ) % 3 6 ��� # � 3 6'& % � � � ���6 � # 3 6 ( % 3 6 �:� % � 3 6 � 5 % � � � � $
Among 12 minors, 8 of them are new (

6 �
to
6 +

) and 4 of
them are common with 2-view constraints (

65&
to
6 �:�

).

These are the transfer equations over three views [21]. Any
orthographic view of a point set can be expressed as a linear
combination of two other views if this point set undergoes
a linear transformation in space. This has been extensively
used in object recognition.

Since each point correspondence gives 4 linearly indepen-
dent 3-view constraints, 4 points give

� �76 /�� �8� � /��
linear equations for solving these minors.



The appearance of common minors between 2-view and 3-
view constraints is not accidental, as we have 3+4=7 con-
straints, each of them has 4 coefficients, that amounts to� � � � � � . As there are only 20 minors, so 8 of them
should appear at least more than once.

4 Euclidean motion/structure from 3 cali-
brated affine views

So far, the linear estimates of the 2-view and 3-view
constraints yield, directly but implicitly, the affine mo-
tion/structure. To get Euclidean or more exactly similarity
motion/structure, we need at least 3 calibrated affine im-
ages. Here we use the unified formulation introduced in
[14] for calibrated affine cameras, thus the method devel-
oped will be valid for all calibrated orthographic, weak-
perspective and para-perspective models.

Each projection matrix M
� ��� can be decomposed [14] into

M � � KR
�

where � is a scaling factor of the whole
image, K is the intrinsic parameter matrix (for instance,

K �  � �� / " � where
�

is the aspect ratio for the weak-

perspective case), and R
� ��� represents 2 rows of a 3D ro-

tation matrix. As we are assuming calibrated cameras, the
intrinsic parameter matrix K is known and its inverse can
be directly applied to the image points so that its effect is
removed completely. So the projection matrix M for nor-
malised image coordinates becomes M ��� R � i.e. a scaled� � � rotation matrix. There are in total � � � � � 3 �
Euclidean parameters for a set of 3 views: two relative 3D
rotations R and G each having 3 d.o.f. and 2 relative scale
factors � and � � between (say) the first view and the remain-
ing ones.

Any linear algorithm will consist of first estimating linearly
the minors using multiple view constraints, then extract the
8 Euclidean parameters from these minors by identifying
the projection matrices M and M � with the scaled rotation
matrices � R and � � G.

Combining 2-view and 3-view constraints We should
keep in mind that although all 7 constraints are linearly in-
dependent, only � � � � 6 � � � � �	6 � � of them are alge-
braically independent due to Grassmanian relations. There
are in total 20 homogeneous coefficients—minors of the
joint projection matrix. How to choose the most appropri-
ate constraints is of primary importance. The selected con-
straints should be algebraically independent and contain as
few coefficients as possible.

Taking only the three 2-view constraints is a poor choice
since the third one is partially dependent on the first two
by the composition rule on the rigid motions and each one
is completely separate from the others. Taking only the 3-
view constraints leads to a complicated algebraic manipula-

tion for the extraction of Euclidean parameters. Hence we
combine 2-view and 3-view constraints.

The key observation is that there are common coefficients
between 2-view and 3-view constraints: two of the three
2-view constraints share 4 minors

65& �
6 � 5 ��6 ��� and
6 ���

with
the 3-view constraints. This allows us to use the following
combination: two 2-view constraints plus one of the 3-view
constraints.�� � 6 � # 3 6 + % 3 6 �
� # � 3 6'& # � � � �	�6 � � # 3 6 � � % 3 6 � 5 # � 3 6'& % � � �	�6 ��( # 3 6 � � % 3 6 ��� # � � 3 6 �
� % � � � � $
These 10 unknown minors can be solved as a single homo-
geneous vector under the constraint ��� t � 5 ��� � /

:�� # % # � � � # � � � � � �� � % � # � � � # % � �� � � � % � � # � � � � # %
��

t � � $
Any ratio

6 � 7 6	�
of the minors is therefore obtained.

Obtaining partial solutions from 2-view constraints
First, from the estimated minors of the 2-view constraint,
we can easily obtain the partial Euclidean solution based
on Shapiro et al.’s reformulation of Koenderink and Van
Doorn’s rotation representation. Koenderink and Van
Doorn’s representation is probably the most appropriate pa-
rameterisation, since it distinguishes clearly between the en-
tities which can be obtained from two views and those that
can not.

Assume that the affine epipolar geometry of two views is
estimated as

�	
9������ ������ # � % � # � � % � �21 � �
. From 3 ratios


����������
, exactly 3 Euclidean parameters can be extracted.

Using a scaled rotation matrix instead of M, the following
relation holds:


����������� ������� � � 6 ���8� � � � � � � 6 � � � $
Therefore, the relative scale factor between the two views is
immediately given as ��� +��! #"$�% �  #& � $
According to Koenderink and Van Doorn, the entire rota-
tion can be decomposed into a rotation in the image plane
(assume this rotation angle to be ' ) and a rotation through
an angle ( about an axis (angled at ) to the positive x axis)
in a frontoparallel plane. The rotation matrix in terms of
Koenderink and Van Doorn’s ' 6*)	6+( representation [16]
can be recomposed as R ����� :,-/.�021435.76987873:.7;<8�35.7;=14>$8�?435.7698735.�>$8@.�021435.76987873:.7;<8�A:.�;B1C>	8D1E3:.F698�A:.�>	8 A	.7;<8�A:.7698.�0G1435.F698�87A	.7;<8�35.7;=14>$8�?435.76987A	.7>$8@.�021435.769878�A:.�;<87A	.7;B1C>$8�?43:.F698�35.7>$8H1�35.�;<87A	.F6981�A	.F698�A:.�;#1C>$8 A	.F698�35.7;I14>$8 3:.F698KJL4M
Therefore,
����������� �
�ON�PRQ (TS�U N � ) 6V' �W� �ON�PRQ ( N�P�Q � ) 6V' �T� 6XS�U N ) N�PRQ ( � 6 N/PRQ ) N�PRQ (
hence, the rotation angle in the image plane is easily deter-
mined by Y�Z Q ) � & % � and the rotation axis modulo [ out of
the image plane by Y�Z Q � ) 6\' � � "+ $



Obtaining the full solution with the 3-view constraint
Up to this point, the only unknown is the rotation angle
out of the image plane ( , which is the only component that
generates depth information. The one-parameter family of
solutions for the rotation matrix between the two views is

R ����� � ( � �  D
� � � 3 S�U N ( E

� � � N/PRQ ( F
� � �N/PRQ ( G

� � � S�U N ( " �
where D

� � � � E � � � � F � � � and G
� � � are the known quanti-

ties.

Similarly, with the second 2-view constraint, we get another
one-parameter family of solutions for the rotation matrix
G ����� � ( � � of the other 2 views in terms of the unknown ro-
tation angle out of the image plane ( � .
Now, it is time to use the 3-view constraint to fully deter-
mine the motion/structure. It can be easily verified that6 � � 6 + � 6 �
� � 6'& �
� � � � � �
� � � � 6 � �
� � � � � � � � � � � �:� � � � 6 � �:� � � � � � 6 � � � � � � ��� � � $
Substituting the ratio

6*& 7 6 �
�
into

6 � 7 6 ��� and
6 + 7 6 �
�

, we get
exactly 2 linear equations in S�U N ( and S�U N ( � ,
������ 0	0 � 
 S�U N ( 3 � S�U N ( � 3 ���� 0	0 � 
 ��S�U N ( 3 � ��S�U N ( � 3  � i.e. A

� � �  S�U N (S�U N ( � " � B
� � ��$

Remarks

� This new formulation contains only - � /8� 6 / inde-
pendent parameters, compared with the 8 Euclidean
motion parameters of the set of 3 views, it is a mini-
mal linear parameterisation.� The advantage of solving t as a whole is that it pro-
vides more information, for instance the knowledge
of the ratio

6�& ��6 ���
which could not be recovered

from 2-view constraints is the key for a linear solution
in S�U N ( and S�U N ( � . Huang and Lee had to re-compute
this ratio at the very begining of the second step with
the rotation composition constraint.� Solving directly and linearly for S�U N ( and S�U N ( � is of
great significance. On the one hand, the intrinsic two-
way ambiguity is nicely expressed by the fact that

S�U N � 6V( � � S�U N ( $
This parameterisation indeed makes a linear solution
possible since the two equations are solved together.
On the other hand, the only failure mode of the en-
tire linear algorithm is the possibility that S�U N (
	 /

which may happen due to numerical error when S�U N (
is close to 1. Since

S�U N (�� /� (�� �	�
this means that actually there is almost no rotation
out of the image plane. As rotation out of the image
plane is the only component which contains depth in-
formation, this means that the 2D images we used do
not contain the desired 3D structure, or equivalently
we can report that ( � �

for the motion. Essentially,
this algorithm does not have the failure mode that the
factorisation method suffers in its linear version.

4.1 Comparison with related work
We first make a comparison with the existing linear algo-
rithms of Huang and Lee and the factorisation method of
Tomasi and Kanade.

Basically, there are two steps in Huang and Lee’s method
[7], the first step computes the coefficients of the three 2-
view constraints. Any 3-view constraint was totally absent
during the batch solution step and was introduced in the
second step by the composition rule of rotation matrices
R
� �%� R

� � R �:� . In our new linear algorithm, the 3-view
constraint has been already integrated in the first numerical
step. No any other constraint was used afterwards. Since
Euclidean depth information is only contained in 3-view
constraints, therefore, it is dangerous to not use any 3-view
constraint during the numerical step. Although 3 2-view
constraints have also -(� � � � independent parameters if
each one is estimated individually, but they are essentially
a set of 12 homogeneous parameters which breaks up into
3 sets of 4 homogeneous parameters. If we examine care-
fully the second step of Huang and Lee’s method, it has to
recompute this set of 12 homogeneous parameters (via the
ratios between these 3 sets of 4 homogeneous parameters)
using the 3-view constraint. In conclusion, Huang and Lee’s
method does not use the appropriate constraints. It will in-
evitably lead to the inconsistencies of the rotation matrix.

Compared with the factorization method of Tomasi and
Kanade [18, 12, 22]—most suitable for redundant views,
the major problem is to impose the ’metric constraint’. The
linearly estimated matrix which is the product of an affine
transformation and its transpose may not be positive defi-
nite, the whole Euclidean reconstruction process fails. The
exact Cholesky parameterisation of the matrix introduced in
[14] needs to solve simultaneous quadratic equations.

Other important work include Koenderink and Van Doorn
[8]. The method consists of three steps. The first step shows
that the scale change between 2 views, the rotation in the
image plane around the viewing direction and the projec-
tion of the rotation axis out of the image plane can be ob-



tained with 2 views of 4 points. The second step is to pa-
rameterise the remaining Euclidean structure with the angle
of the rotation out of the image plane and the 2 depths of
the reference triangle, then eliminate the unknown angle to
get a quadratic equation on the 2 Euclidean depths. Finally,
with the third view, a second quadratic equation is obtained.
Intersecting these two quadratics gives 4 possible solutions
for the two depths. These intersections represent either one
or two pairs of solutions that are related through a reflection
in the fronto-parallel plane.

We can see that the first step of Koenderink and Van Doorn’s
method is similar to that of Huang and Lee [7] and Lee and
Huang [9], it uses 2-view constraint to get partial solutions
although Koenderink and Van Doorn’s is more geometri-
cally oriented. One major difference is that Koenderink and
Van Doorn do not use the third 2-view constraint as Huang
and Lee did. Unfortunately, Koenderink’s method needs to
intersect two quadratics for each pair of points, and can not
handle all available points.

Shapiro et al. [16] extended Koenderink and Van Doorn’s
first step by nicely relating the Koenderink and Van Doorn’s
rotation representation to the affine epipolar geometry. Un-
fortunately they failed to get a closed form solution and
adopted a non linear numerical optimisation approach for
the 3-view case.

Ullman and Basri [21] and Poggio [13] considered the
3-view constraint for linear combination for recognition.
Although they essentially show the equivalence with mo-
tion/structure, they do not concentrate on motion/structure
recovery, in fact there is no closed form solution which al-
lows Euclidean structure extracted directly from linear com-
bination coefficients.

5 Experimental results

The linear method for motion/structure from 3 calibrated
affine images developed in this paper has been implemented
and applied to real image sequences.

We first acquired a sequence of images of a calibration pat-
tern with a standard camera mounted on a robot. It is impor-
tant to stress that the imaging conditions were not chosen to
be close to affine. The triplet of images we used is shown
in Figure 1. The 69 points have been automatially identified
and tracked for the triplet.

Figure 1. The triplet of images of the calibra-
tion pattern.

The 8 Euclidean motion parameters are estimated by the lin-
ear method as � � / $ � � , ) � 6 / $ �/ , ' � 6 � $ �1� , ( � � $ �2�
and � � � / $ / /

, ) � � 6 / $  � , '2� � 6 � $ � � , ( � � � $ � � . The re-
sulting shape reconstruction from these motion parameters
is shown in Figure 2.
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Figure 2. Two views of the resulting 3D recon-
struction.

To evaluate the reconstruction quality, we did the same 3D
reconstruction using a full perspective camera model, for
instance the method described in [3] is used. The two re-
constructions differ by a 3D similarity transformation which
can be easily estimated. The normalised relative error of the
Euclidean reconstruction with affine camera with respect to
perspective camera one is � $ � percent.
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Figure 3. Two different views of the two su-
perimposed 3D reconstructions, one uses
weak-perspective camera model (marked by
a square) and the other full perspective
(marked by a circle).

We also tried our method on the popular hotel sequence
kindly provided by Poelman and Kanade at CMU. In this
sequence, the camera motion included substantial transla-
tion away from the camera and across the field of view. 197
points throughout the sequence of 181 images are automat-
ically identified and traced. For a more detailed description
of this set-up, consult [12]. The triplet of images we used
are displayed in Figure 4. The resulting 3D reconstruction
is shown in Figure 5.

6 Conclusion
We have introduced a unified approach to 2-view and 3-
view geometric constraints of affine images, and a new



Figure 4. The triplet of hotel image sequence.
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Figure 5. Two views of the 3D reconstruction
of the hotel.

linear method for Euclidean motion/structure from 3 cali-
brated affine images. The method has been validated on real
image sequences. The application of the method to novel
view synthesis is underway.

What is also important for the framework of multiple affine
views developed in this paper is that line segment features
could also be incorporated. Line segments over 3 affine
views are essentially characterised by a

� � � � � trilinear
tensor [15]. It is easy to prove [24] that the 3-view con-
straints on the points share the 8 components of the tensor,
this opens the way to combine points with line segments.
The more detailed developement could be found in [24]. We
can also mention that the geometric constraints of 4 affine
views involving only one image coordinate can also be de-
rived using the same framework.
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